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Clean Tax Cuts for Clean Technology – Charre4e Summary
On Tuesday, April 4, 2017, ASU LightWorks® convened a policy design charreBe, an expert-level
working group, exploring the applicaFon of the new Clean Tax Cuts (CTC) concept to clean
technology. The gathering, held at the Julie Ann Wrigley Global InsFtute of Sustainability at
Arizona State University (ASU), was one of seven sector-speciﬁc charreBes held around the
United States to design and explore proposals using supply-side tax rate cuts to accelerate
capital to proﬁtable and innovaFve clean soluFons. The goal of the LightWorks® CharreBe was
to develop simple, pracFcal, high-impact CTC policy proposals that would beneﬁt both clean
technology R&D, and the implementaFon to scale of eﬀecFve clean tech soluFons. ParFcipants
focused mostly on technology that reduces concentraFons of air pollutants in the atmosphere.
Pioneered by the Grace Richardson Fund (GRF) and the CTC Working Group, CTC targets
primarily capital tax rates investors pay on debt and equity in clean investments. TargeFng
capital barriers accelerates capital to clean soluFons simultaneously, by reducing tax rates and
therefore the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) for clean soluFons. CTC employs
carrots, not sFcks, and picks metrics, not winners or losers. Mechanisms include only posiFve
feedback loop mechanisms to reward proﬁtable, sustainable technologies that moneFze waste
reducFon… without punishing or demonizing a technology or business sector. With these
design principles, CTC aligns conservaFve, progressive, consumer and business interests on
energy, environmental protecFon, and economic growth.
Discussion for this charreBe overlapped that of the power sector charreBe, occurring a week
earlier in Colorado. Both charreBes discussed some of the same key points:
• Current climate policy is based on the assumpFon, no longer true, that clean soluFons
cannot compete without price adjustments or control mechanisms (such as tax credit
price support subsidies, carbon pricing and regulatory mandates and penalFes). These
policy tools seem increasingly out of date since 2015, when uFlity scale wind and solar
achieved a lower levelized cost of electricity, unsubsidized, than fossil fuels. Therefore,
capital acceleraFon for these and other emerging industries through simple capital tax
rate reducFon now appears the more impac`ul and on-target policy opFon.
• By reducing WACC, CTC has the potenFal to mobilize investors to commit substanFally
more debt and equity capital, while directly reducing costs of outputs for clean
soluFons. This increases both supply and demand, driving growth, with compeFFon at
scale reducing costs further. So CTC accelerates cheaper clean soluFons in three ways.
• In the race to scale, CTC is more eﬃcient, with beBer dynamic growth potenFal and
beBer GDP and environment impact versus most subsidies. So, CTC oﬀers a more
aBracFve deal to investors, paving the way for a voluntary business-led transiFon to
from subsides and regulaFon to CTC and proﬁtable clean tech deployment at scale.
See the power sector charreBe report for a more detailed discussion of these points.
ParFcipants suggested and reviewed a range of CTC straw proposals. Most felt the proposals
coming out of the earlier green bond and power sector charreBes provided an aBracFve model:
• Tax-Free Clean Asset Bonds (CABs) providing tax-exempFon on debt interest on loans
and bonds for manufacture, installaFon and operaFon of assets with proven impact.
Emission ReducFon Bonds (ERBs), a variaFon, ﬁnance zero emission power sources.
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Clean Equity Half-Tax or Quarter-Tax-Cut: 50% or 25% oﬀ taxes on corporate and
personal income, capital gains and dividends in proporFon to the percentage of taxable
income derived from revenue from zero emission energy.
Taken together, these core CTC power sector proposals create complimentary debt and equity
side mechanisms to accelerate scalable clean energy and emission reducFons proﬁtably, and
can be adapted to the needs of clean tech in a variety of ways.
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Some parFcipants suggested fossil fuel power sources might be allowed to qualify as “zeroemission” (and so qualify for the above clean tax cuts) either through CO2 capture at the stack,
or by oﬀsehng emissions with direct air CO2 capture at a remote site. Others objected that
oﬀsets allow polluFon to conFnue at the source, someFmes in heavily populated areas; and
that such polluFon ojen goes far beyond simple CO2 emission, entailing mercury, arsenic,
nitrous oxide, hydrogen sulﬁde, black carbon parFcles, etc., which cannot be oﬀset. The
alternaFve suggesFon was that CTC should more directly incenFvize and accelerate both
emission reducFon at the source, and other remote emission reducing soluFons, such as air
capture, without using oﬀsets or carbon trading.
The key to direct accelera:on of carbon capture at the source and remote air capture would
be to increase the proﬁts from, and decrease the cost of, captured carbon products, by using
CTC to decrease the cost of capital for all carbon capture systems and product manufacture.
(See aBached list of major captured carbon product categories).
This market can be accelerated. On the debt side, tax-exempt Clean Asset Bonds could be used
to ﬁnance the manufacture all carbon capture systems and products, at the lowest possible cost
of capital. On the equity side, a Clean Half-Tax could reduce all equity-side capital taxes on
returns from such clean tech products, acceleraFng such clean investments by making them
much more proﬁtable.
These CTC tools could also accelerate other kinds of clean tech, including waste-to-clean-energy
and other kinds of waste recycling systems. For instance, these CTC tools could ﬁnance and
accelerate the manufacture of products and fuels made from recycled plasFcs, reducing plasFc
waste by making it a valuable feedstock.
In order to sFmulate innovaFon and R&D, parFcipants suggested Immediate Tradable Clean
Expensing for clean tech ﬁrms seeking to improve eﬃciency and impact of the above waste
reducing technologies and products. Immediate expensing is a concept borrowed from the GOP
BeBer Way tax plan. Making such expensing tradable would provide a strong mechanism for
ﬁnancing R&D and pre-proﬁtable technology development – without oﬀsets.
Some parFcipants noted that immediate expensing might help speciﬁc product development,
but basic early stage research capable of spawning new technologies and industries would sFll
likely need public or philanthropic funding, and the scienFﬁc resources and criFcal mass of a
research university. Key research acFviFes meriFng such support are:
• research grants needed to develop the basic science and technologies which can create
proof of concepts leading to prototypes and
• Prototypes leading to scaled up pilot projects.
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Major Captured Carbon Product Categories
It was noted that the new carbon economy will need to develop new products that used
carbon. The Global CO2 IniFaFve, which studies ways to reuse captured CO2, idenFﬁes a
potenFal $1 trillion annual market for at least 27 major CO2 based product categories as follows:
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